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December student’s of the month Pictures
in 5th and 6th grade
Interviews of the Students
6th grade
Melanie:
Why do you think you got student
of the month?
"I like to help pass out papers and
I always get my work in on time"
Favorite Subject?
"ELA and Social Studies"
Who is your homeroom teacher?
"Mr. Crutcher"
What are some of your hobbies?
"I like to draw"
5th grade
Callen:
What is it like being student of the
month?
"It’s cool, but it doesn’t really change
much about school."
Why do you think you got student of
the month?
"I’m always on time and I stay on
track"
Favorite Subject?
"Math"
Do you think there should be a celebration for SOM?
"Yes, I think there should be an award or something."



5th and 6th Grade Writing Competition Winner Interview

What did you write about?: Deer follow person out of a beautiful forest
What genre: Realistic Fiction.
Favorite subject: ELA/Writing.

What are your hobbies: Drawing, and  writing
Who is your favorite author: J.R.R Tolkien, J.K Rowling, Dan Gemienhart

What is your favorite book:Good Dog and Lord of the Rings
What is your favorite food:Pasta

What inspired you to write this story?:Dan Gemienhart: figurative language
What was yoursetting from: Backyard

Do you have any friends: 1

Book Recommendations:
I funny: school of laughs Holes

Wonder Real



SPORTS
It’s the season of the 2022 Winter Olympics! Everybody is rooting for team USA, and

they are living up to that! For Figure Skating, Mariah Bell just made her Olympic debut in

Beijing. In Cross Country Skiing, Jessie Diggins just won a Bronze medal Women’s Individual

Sprint. In Freestyle Skiing, Colby Stevensten got a silver medal in the Men’s Big Air. Keep

being awesome team USA!

Reported by Annika Peterson, Joey Simonet, Lucas Satterfield and Alan Soto Ruiz

Crunch Pak Overload
In recent events, the fruit company “Crunch Pak '' got into a lot of trouble. Crunch Pak had

130,000 boxes of fruit going to the NBA and Disneyland, that's 780,000 of single Crunch Paks! Snow fell

and the air was freezing. According to The Yakima Hearled.com, the resulting blizzard caused

Snoqualmie Pass to be covered in 236 inches of snow.

The passes were closed. This left Crunch Pak in a troubling situation. 130,000 boxes of apples

and cheese undelivered, were just lying around. Not delivering anything would do nothing for Crunch

Pak, and they were out of ideas. If they didn’t act soon 130,000 packs of apples would spoil.

What a waste for so many packs of apples to rot, uneaten! Crunch Pak racked their brains for

anything that would turn this mess around. Then they had an idea. They would donate all of the apples to

the local school district of Cashmere, WA. The next couple of days the Cashmere School District would

get so many crunch paks that it would fill all of the buildings full. So they decided to give them to the

kids, and boy were the kids stocked with apples for the rest of their lives.

Reported by Ayden Gasbar, Connor Diaz, Emmett Brown, Judah Lewis
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